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Since June 1978 the Los Al-s
Scientific Laboratory’s Helios
C02 laser fus!on facility has been cmnit.ted to an experimental target progrml to Investigate the feasibility of laser
produced Inertial confinamnt fusion+ This system is briefly
described. and preliminaryexperimentalresults are reported.

INTRODUCTION
Our greatest potential energy resource lies in the fusion area. Today there exists
a major research effort directed towati the development of .sfusion reactor based
on inartially confined the-nuclear plasmas p?mduced by laser or particle bwm
heating. The CO
laser fusion effort at the Los Alarms Scientific Laboratory
(LML) be an in 1$69wlth the ●xpansion of a small progran which hed existed since
about 196$. SiNethat
ti~this
eff~thas
expanded into abala~edmsearch
progrm aimed at a comprehensive investigation,both theoretical and experin&ntal,
of laser-inducedfusion for energy production. At the LASL there exist two large
C02 laser systems, Gemini and Helios, actively pursuing fusion research; a third
system, Antares, is scheduled for canpletlon sanatine in the early 1980s. The
Gemini system +s a two-beam pulsed laser system which operates at a maximum output
power of about 1 terawatt. In January 1977, the first O-T fusion neutrons produced
by pellet i~losion using C02 lasers Wre observed at the LASL Gemini system.
Antares has been designed to produce lW-200 terawatts of power and has a goal of
“scientific breakeven” (i.e., thernmnuclear energy output ■ laser energy incident
on target). This paper discusses the Helios laser facility and the recent target
results obtained there.
DESCRIPTIONOF THE HELIOS FACILITY
The Hellos Laser Facility is the world’s most powerful gas laser system. On its
first full system shot on Aprfl 12, 1978, it set a world record with a total output
Two months later it was fired at pmers in excess
power in excess of 15 W-awtts.
of 20 terawatts.
An overhead view of the Helios main floor experimental area is show] in Figure 1.
Four large power anplifier nmdules, located In ●ach corner of the main floor
experimentalarea, surround the centrally located target chamber.
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Each power amplifier ‘,oduleconsists of two separate amplifiers which form the
final amplifier stages for two separate beams. The eight input beams used to drive
the power anplif!ers are obtained by beanmplitting a single pulse of energy
produced in an area separate frun the main floor experimental area. A photograph
of this area commonly referred to as the “front end” is shown in Figure 2.
In the front end, an oscillator and six preamplifiers, in Coiiiitiiierion
with an
appropriate optical transport system, produce four low-energy beams (approximately
400 mJ each, 2 cm in diameter) which are transported to the ma+n floor experimental
area, where a subsequent beam splitting produces the eight input beams to the power
amplifiermodules. Each of the eight input beams to the power amplifiers is passed
three times through the gain medium of the power amplifier, and emerges with an
outptitenergy which can be varied up to a maximum of approximately 1300 joules per
beam. These beams (now 34 cm in diameter) then enter the target chamber where they
are focused by ?ppromlate optics onto a target. An internal view of the target
chamber is shown in Figure 3. In this photograph, the large copper mirrors which
focus the beams onto the target, as well as some of the target diagnostics, can
clearly be seen. A target insertion mechanism, which can be operated external to
the vacuum system, is also visible slightly to the left of center in the photograph.
The Helios laser control system incorporates such features as computer controlled
automatic beam alignment and automatic data acquisition and gives us the ability to
fire the entire system roughly once every half hour. The major portion of the
control system resides in the main control room. The phot~graph in Figure 4 shows
a view of the main control room with an operator seated at the computer control
console. The actual computer is locateo in an electrically shielded enclosed room
behind the operator and comnunica:es via fiber optic links to various microcomputer
controlled substations located throughout the system.
A sunsnaryof the current operational characteristicsof the Helios system is given
in Table 1.
Table 1
OperationalCharacteristicsof Helios
Laser Energy (kJ)
1-10
< ?0
Prepulse Energy (uJ)
Pulstiidth (FwHM, ns)
0.5 - 1.0
Cycle Time Laser (rein)
5
Target Shot Rate (#/&y)
10
Efficiency (Laser Energy Out/
Total Electrical Energy Used)(%)
1
Wavelength (urn)
Max. Target Irradiances(W/cm2)*
KYx
1016
80% Encircled Energy Diameter (Vm)* 300
Solid Angle Available
for Diagnostics (sr)
0.9 x 4T
Focusing Optics
f/2.4 off-axis parabola

●Calculated value based on
diffractionpropagation [11.

reduced

interferograms of

actual components and

RECENT EXPERIMENTS
Since June 1978 the Helios laser system has been used to perform a series of
carefully planned target experiments, aimed at extending our understanclngof the
Iasel’-plasmainteraction. These experiments form an intermediate and necessary
step toward the overall goal of demonstrating the feasibility of laser-induced
fusion as a viable future energy source. rhe photograph in Figure 5 shows a
typical glass microballoon (GM8) tat’getwhich has had holes burned through its

surface by firing at the target with extremely weak iaser ulses. Such experiments
provide a vivid test of the accuracy of beam alignment [2 f . Experiments performed
with similar such targets with high powel.edpulses incident, provide a means of
testing our understanding of ifiertlallyconfined laser-produced plasmas, and the
resultant thermonuclear energy production. Initial experiments at the L/LSLand
elsewhere were aimed primarily at the demonstration of thermonuclear burn
conditions. Today the enphasis is on the demonstrationof the ability to produce
high density core compressions in target implosions. Only recently have experiments been able to unequivocallydemonstrate compressed core densities in excess of
liquid density (P~.2 g/cm3).
The first experiments performed on the Heltos systed have involved two classes of
taraets which, though quite similar in appearance, behave quite differently from
th. physics point of view. The first class of targets is similar to that shown in
Figure 5 and consists of spherical thin shelled (typically 1 w
thick) glass
microballoon (GMB) targets, of radius 10@ - 200 urn,and filled to a 50% deuterium 50% tritium fuel pressure of 10 - 30 aim. This class of targets behaves in a mode
often referred to as the “exploding pusher” mode. These targets were the first
type of targets used which produced observable thermonuclear burn. Typically, the
plasmas produced in explodirw plJshe ex eriments are characterized by fairly
2X1O-7 g/cJ, )
low-density cores (P
?-esulting from a near instantaneous
heating of the fuel, ~ollowe~ by a more or less isothermal compression brought
about by the exploding pusher (glass) - fuel interface. plasma ion temperatures
are in the keV range ana the resultant thermonuc’iearburn is easily observable. A
sunsnaryof a recent exploding pusher target shot taken on the Helios system is
given in Table 2.
Table 2
Exploding Pusher Target Shot Sunsnary
(Shot 488110708)
Target Parameters
Radius (vm)
Shell Thickness (urn)
Fill Pressure (atm)
Fuel Mtx
Laser Parameters
Energy (kJ)
Pulsewidth (FWHM, ns)
Peak Power (TW)
Spot Size (wn)*
Peak Intensity (W/cm2)*
Measured Plasma Parameters
Neutron Yield
Compress d Density (g/c#)*
OR (g/c$ )CalculatedPlasma Parameters*
Neutron Yield
Compres ed Density (g/cm3)
:R(g/c& )

190
0.9
8
50% @2 - 56%T2
2.4
0.6
3.5
300
2.4xloi6
3.5 x108
1.5 x 10-2
1.5 x 1O-J
4.2 X 10R
1.3 x 10-2
1.3 x 10-4

*Calcuiateci
value based on a computed 80% encircled energy diameter of 300 urn[11
*Infwre\+ from measurementsof compressed core radius
●-:al:u;a:ed on basis af stmple exploding pusher model [3]
Explodtng pusher experiments have provfded a great.deal of valuable plasma data,
and hav+ aided in the development of sophisticatedplasma diagnostics. This class
of targets however does not represent the most plausible path to the achievementof
“scientificbreakeven” since this requires a product of density C’times compressed
fuel rac!is R of arderc R~.3 g/cm2[41, which requires much higher densities
(,,?102-10Y g/cm3)[5] than generally thought achievable in exploding pusher
targets.

The second class of targets, referred to as ‘high-density”targets, consist of a
GMB identical to the exploding pusher variety, but have an additimil external
law-densityplastic coating of thickness which can be varied from O to 200 um. The
“high-density”targets re aimed primarily at achieving relatively high Plasma core
densities (P>4g/cn$).
Theexternal plastic coating serves a twofold purpose
in this case:-(l) it shields the interior fuel, preventing a significant preheat
prior to compression; (2) it provides an efficient means of converting absorbed
laser energy into coinpresslonalmotion. These characteristics allow an adiabatic
compression heating mode leading to inherently higher achievable core densities
than the essentially isothermalcompressionmode of the exploding pusher targets.
From an experimental poirt of view the ‘high-density” targets have the following
advantages: (1) they are relatively easy and inexpensive to fabricate; (2) they
are relatively straightforward to diagnose because the neutron yields are
substantial and the 10U Z coating is at least partially transmitting to the x-rays
generated by the imploding glass shell, making x-ray core diameter measurements
possible; (3) by varying the plastic thickness it is possible to go continuously
from the exploding pusher mode to an adiabatic compression nmde, allowing for a
much easier extrapolationin both experimentaland theoretical results.
The recent positive results obtained with these targets have ‘.I fact generated an
excitement illthe laser fusion conmnity akin to the observation of the first
Iaser-producesthermonuclear fusion events. A sunrnaryof the preliminary results
obtained with these targets is given in Figure 6. Note that as the plastic
thickness (lab~led “ablator thickness” in Fiaure 6) is increased the fuel density
increases,but the neutron yield decreases. This decrease in neutron yield is due
to the correspondingly lower fue~ temperatures vhich occur as the thickness is
increased and the incident laser energy is held col’stant. As can be seen from the
data presented In Figure 6, the agreement between tneory and experiment is good far
reasonable values of calculational parameters. These results would seen to
indicate that not only is it possible to achieve high density adial~atic
compressions via absorption of laser energy, but perhaps equally Important to the
success of the inertial confinement fusian program, that we have the requisite
theoretical capability to design the targets which will be required to achieve
breakeven and beyond. Although no one perheps feels more acutely the difr!cultyof
the obstacles which lie ahead in a program than those comnitted ta its succtss, the
recent results obtained on the Helios system have been cause for an optimi!m which
we can only hope will be self-fulfilling.
Sb?lMAkY
The development of fusion energy as a future energy source depends at present an
the success of the research now being carried on in inertial and magnetic
confinement. At the Lot Alamos Scientific Laboratory, the 20 TW Helios C02 laser
fusion facility has been conznittedto the determination of whether inertial
confinement fusion with lasers holds this promise. While the recent high-density
experimental ~esu?ts obtained on the Helios system must be regarded with cautious
aptimism, tbe significanceof these results should nat be underestimated.
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Ffgure 1. Helfos ma~n floor experfnmtal area
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Figure 3.

Internal view of Helios target chamber

Figure 4.

Helios main control romn
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Figure 5.

Glass microballoon tarqet showing eiaht holes
made by firing laser at low power
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Figure 6. Ex~erimentalresults
obtained on “high density” targets
showirlgneutron yield and core
density as a function of plastic
thickness (ablator thickness)
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ABSTRACT
Currently, a C02 laser Is regarded by many as the most promising candidate for a
laser fusion driven reactor system. The Los Alamos Scientific Laboratory’s Helios
Laser Fusion Facility, which became operational in April 1978, is t?e world’s most
powerful Ci)2 laser; and as such, is being observed with great interest by those
involved in the laser fusion area.
In this talk I will discuss the operational characteristics of the Helios Laser
Fusion Facility, with particular emphasis on those features which make this system
unique and which relate directly to the overall laser fusion program in this
country.

I will also discuss some of the recent experimental results which have

been obtained with the Helios Laser Fusion Facility and the importancethey bear on
our goal to achieve a “scientificbreakeven” iaser fusion system.
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